Great Mother TEAM Earth Call
The Accordance Factor in Creation
July 10, 2019
Good morning, good afternoon and good evening –
Wherever you are, whenever you listen to this, I just want you to know that I am around the
clock, holding a space for you each to catch up with me and to follow the sun and the moon
around the planet.
This is an exciting time and I want to speak about it in the positive. I want to have you
understand that this duality thing that has been plaguing us for so many thousands of years is
spinning out of control, right. And as it spins out of control, it allows us to center ourselves in
the core of my body and your body and the core of the universe, all three – so that we are able
to hold together in a magnetic sense, magnetism kind of sense, but also in the feeling of our
cores matching. So as duality spins out of control, we rise from the center of the core, of our
cores, three cores, so that in innate and very precious ways we are able to decide together
through the core, what our action will be.
Now this is what I am forecasting, this is what I am preparing for and this is what I am inviting
you into. This is very special because the energy of separation as it has been lived through
duality, as it comes apart, is lost. It has no foundation because it is based on untruth. It is based
on the idea that there is another, that there is separation, and so forth. What we want to do
together today is to forge our cores so that in each of these instances we are aligned together.
Therefore our central channels, all of our central channels will be what the new world comes
around, what it actually establishes itself as, and the central part of what will be created when
the separation dies.
Many of you are in this Year Long course with these beings called The Ones With No Names
have been given very implicit instructions for the next month of doing no harm and recognizing
that the group together has more power than one single person. I would also invite you to
group together in whatever way.
Last month we were talking about No borders, so that wherever you are located in your
particular part of the world you are reaching out to touch into a more specific idea that we have
this very lovely and beautiful frame of interconnection that cannot be broken. It cannot be
divided and is in a very dramatic kind of way finding new promise, finding new ways to be lived.
It is preparing for there to be new grace on this planet when we stop separating from each
other in any way at all.
To do no harm, to be in the corridor of this central channel of light, and to provide for there to
be a synchrony connection between all of us, we want to vibrate at the same rate of speed. This
is a very important concept that you have for many moons understood as humanity, that
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vibration, sound, and the feeling of Oneness is intricately, let’s just say, woven. As you think
about coming together now to provide a new way of being together, it is about this vibration.
So tonight we are going to have two places that we start with the vibration, and that is in the
third eye with the left hand and in the heart with the right hand. We will do that in a few
moments where we will hold those spaces at the same time. Then I will generate a current,
similar to the current in a river or a current on the wave, whatever you think about it as. I will
join us together through the current, and for the next times that we are apart, we will join
everyday through the current.
That is why I said good morning, good afternoon and good evening, because it doesn’t really
matter when you generate the current, the current is always going – you are just joining it. It is
the symbology of this current that I am speaking about which has to do with the
language of light, the language of interconnection and the ways in which life itself is fostering
over and over again between these different species. You think about that – how there is Order
within how all of these individual species that connect with each other inside that frame, inside
of the same species.
We were today together with this one as she was speaking about how dolphins coming
together in this synchrony. They come out of the water at the same time – 3, 4, 5, 10 of them, it
doesn’t matter. They come out of the water at the same time exactly. They go to exactly the
same height and they enter the water at exactly the same moment. Birds flying in the sky are
moving and moving and moving and all of sudden, all of them, in one millisecond, turn over and
we see their bellies.
How do they do that? So my understanding of you all in this particular event is that you are also
attuned to this idea that there is a frequency of trust. There is a frequency of inevitable union
that is on this planet, and there is a frequency of Union and Order, and there is a frequency that
belongs together as we feel into interconnection and therefore we can establish that
interconnection through that frequency.
As we together come to a place where the frequency of this creative Order and Light and Truth
and Union that is spoken about is ours to command, actually, we then begin to open our field of
consciousness and awareness to carry that frequency.
Now as this duality is splintering, everything is splintering actually around the world—literal,
cognitive process, that’s what it is. We want to be in the center to dispel the idea that there is a
tragedy happening or that because everything is out of control there is no Order or because
those people we have trusted are showing themselves to be untrustworthy. This provides us
with an opportunity to show up differently than we have every shown up before. It makes us
stronger not weaker.
Each of you has this quotient capacity for carrying the frequency of interconnection. You have
shown that in your actions, in your trusting, in your kindness, in the heartfelt ways in which you
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entertain life. And I am very proud of each of you and am offering the current so that we can
begin to find more, what we might think of as, a literal pulse beat of our combined energies to
hold the planet in steadiness.
The first thing that we would do is to create the current in each of us and then we would stand
literally in our minds (if not physically.) That standing would then carry the current down to the
earth, up through the central part of you, the channel that’s there, and up to the universe.
You become a spike or a pillar that is connected above and below. So you connect below first,
because that is where the current is being generated.
You bring it up through your body, so we have our hands, however you want your hands, left or
right, depends on how you are feeling at the moment. Sometimes you will shift and change
where they are. But lets start with the left on the head and the right on the heart. As we do
that, we will breathe down into my core and that energy will flow up through you. That
becomes your current core of your being and right out the top of your head into the ethers.
Then we find there our place of connection, whatever that place is. If you don’t have a place,
you will find one. Then that place and the place inside of you that is your core and the place in
my core, which is there, all 3 are relating to this current of life force.
Because we have the above and the below and the heart, because we have the vision that is
the 3rd eye, because we have the channel and are orienting to all 3 points, we create the 3 in 1.
The 3 in 1 is a sacred Trilogy and I ordain that sacred Trilogy in my awareness and in our
connection every day. What I miss is your presence in the sacred Trilogy, so I have commanded
forces here to assist us. There is wind and there is sun and there is moon and there are tides
and so many places where there is movement of life. I command those today to be with you
each so that you can feel how the value of your presence here is held in esteem by these forces.
Also, I would say as aside here for each of you no matter where you are located in the
geography on this planet earth, that you actually can find safety wherever you are using the
Trilogy as we have discussed it in these last few moments. Using the Trilogy means that you are
a part of the destiny of life here, you are not part of the separation. And it would behoove you
or bring you grace if you would acknowledge that you are part of the life system on the planet,
not of the destruction of the planet. And that you are clear about that in ways that are much
more evident to you in every second that you are in the Trilogy. So it becomes that there are
many, many moments when your consciousness is being impressed, imbued, given, taught and
guided by the Trilogy. I would like to think of it with you as this way, that in an ultimate sense
what you are providing for the world through the Trilogy is the truth of Oneness, the 3 in 1.
You are providing for yourself a state of grace and you are bringing to the planet an
Accordance, and I will do my best now to explain what an Accordance is. Words may elude me
at times, but I will do my best for you.
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So each of you has been walking a path, and the path you have been walking is a deliberate
one. It’s full of intention, intentionality, it’s full of intention to bring together your honor, your
purpose, your presence, your heart, your compassion and all those things.
And in doing so, many times you are taken away from the world to make this connection more
possible or plausible because if you are too involved in the world and the separation that is
occurring through this basic annihilation of duality, it’s too challenging. So you go away or you
keep yourself apart in some way or you have to navigate these waters very carefully with
others who don’t understand, or believe or trust.
So the state of grace, the Accordance that I am working with you with this evening, the
Accordance, has to do specifically with a level of awareness that comes around you that is
global, in other words it is a circle. It comes from all aspects of creation, not just one person or
one angel or one group or one idea. It comes from the whole Accordance Factor in Creation.
And it says to you, you are a plausible, devoted and cherished being in the unfolding of this
large, what we could think of as a design of clarity coming forth now.
Therefore, in the Accordance of the grace, the template of how this works, you are being
invited into the Trilogy so that your understanding and your awareness is strengthened. You are
feeling held in a much stronger way and you are protected. This is a very important idea. You
are protected from the falling apart of the world around you and the Accordance then provides
you the texture or this current or this frequency to stabilize your life and events and
relationships within this core.
The way that you might think about it is that you will be safer physically, emotionally, mentally
and spiritually, safer. You will be more connected to the above and the below so you will know
ahead of time if there is a challenge that is occurring in the framework of the Trilogy. You will
recognize that wherever you are, whatever you are doing, however you are spending the time,
whatever you are focused on, that there is an opportunity for you in a very direct way to begin
to use the Trilogy to your advantage. You use it to the advantage of everyone in your family,
everyone in the world, everyone that you care for and everyone that you wish to assist.
So the Trilogy is in a very important way the characteristic of the Christ of all Avatars. It is a
secret mission that has been opened out throughout time. And for certain individuals there has
been given the prescription for it. There is this opportunity to hold the 3 points, “okay great,
there is the above, the below, the middle, okay, these kinds of things, oh well, okay,” however
when the current is present that is when the Trilogy initiates the awareness on deeper and
more profound levels.
Now I have given many instructions over the past months about stabilizing planet earth. And I
am going to ask whoever would like to, not necessarily this one who is speaking, for someone
to take the very important concepts of each of those months and put them in a document,
perhaps Miss Jayn would do that for us. In the document what I want to know is completed is
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this initiation process that I have been embellishing for you in each month, so we come to this
place of the Trilogy.
This is so that in the Trilogy the current suffuses everything else we have done so that we are
enabling or enacting or providing a space in the world for these truths to be shared. It would be
like a booklet or a little thing that you send around, you give out or you share – because if a
Trilogy is established in a thousand people, we shift the axis. We shift the open spaces between
us so that we see each other no matter where we are. We open to this consciousness that has
been promised to humanity.
That has been promised because it’s possible for each of you to know each other in ways that
you do not logically know each other and for you to establish on the planet ways in which you
can begin to support this telepathic energy of language. This is so that what you need to know
is available when you need to know it and the promise of union is held in this Accordance.
Therefore you are each magnifying each other. You are bringing forth this monumental
Accordance energy so that all people can be held within it, even if they are unable to establish
it.
So that would make it unconditional. So you are here, you receive the current, the current
spreads, the current opens, everything expands and in the dynamic of your own experience you
are given the Truth. You hold it, you carry it, you share it, however you want. You can establish
pillars wherever you want to establish them on the planet, it would be helpful to do so. Once
you have the current, share the current in any way that you would feel motivated or driven or
compelled to do so.
And therefore, each of you has a gateway to opening this Accordance for others. So it spreads.
Instead of the diseases it spreads the Accolades, and this amazing Accordance.
Each person that you give it to does not have to do anything to get it. In fact they may not be
doing something and that’s why you are giving it to them, this is the idea, it would be a good
thing for that to be available there, that kind of thing.
The other part of this is, of course, that there is no time, and it would be helpful if you would
stop thinking about time as a linear process and begin to enliven the circle of Accordance within
you, because as you come down and go back up, it is a circle — it becomes a circular process.
It’s you in the middle, and it’s going up and down and every direction is being acclaimed or
accredited with consciousness and everything is involved and included. What you are doing
literally is moving things up and down and through you as a way to transcend limitation, those
things that you believe, that you have to have and don’t want and all that stuff that takes up so
much of your mental energy and attention.
I am not judging you there, I am just noting a fact that you are always in your mind thinking
and it takes so much energy to think because it is dredging up what the past has offered you
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instead of opening to what the future presents you. So the culture of the texture of this
current is timeless.
Now that is a very important idea that I would like for you to understand more completely. If
you are in a timeless space, when you are in a timeless space, everything you have come to
believe is no longer valid. So we could think of it this way – that he did this, this is what he does
for a job, this is how he treats me, this is what she is, this is where she comes from, this is the
language she has, this is the color she is, this is how her teeth are. All these things are
constantly aligning an experience for each person about reality. The reality of this is that there
is nothing new. It is not present in the moment. As the energy is going backwards because that
is where the past is, there is this idea that happens, literally, that we are caught by the story or
by the person or what they are doing or not doing or what the potential is or isn’t or all those
things. When we dispel the idea that we are held by our story, that means our age, our sex, our
color, our money situation, our work situation, family situation, our sexual situation, our love
situation and are held by any of that, we realize we are lost because we are not moving, we are
not creating.
When we think about the timelessness of the Trinity, what we realize is that when we are
flowing through all these points, that we are engendering for ourselves a way of feeling into
how the weave of the new world is being connected, how it is woven, what the parameters are
of creation, for you. What is it about? How does it work for you? What is it all stemming from,
what is it all adjusting to and where is it going?
The forward movement of the Trilogy, the three points of Oneness has to do with orientating
these points so that you are no longer able to hold any one point as the Truth. You are no
longer able to see anyone in a way that will create this duality because that is what makes this 3
in 1 energy impossible.
As you begin to feel the comfort level of your own consciousness here, Oh yes this is what I
want, I want freedom. I want to be with the Great Mother, the Great Mother Sophia and I want
to fly around and be in the Feminine energy of substance…I want to let go of all the form that
has so many ideas about this structure of right and wrong. I am done with that, done with
duality. I am done with believing or pretending to believe or acting as if I believe that the
structure of this world is innately honest or truthful, when it is acted upon by human beings. I
know better.
I know that unless human beings choose non-duality that they are in conflict, and as I choose
non-duality, I am no longer in conflict.
So being part of this frequency provides you with a way out of duality, centralizes the focus of
your life and energy, and provides you with a way to sustain yourself outside of time and
everything that time implies. It is also very much for you a reasoning thing, because there is no
reason now in the world around you, is there?
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The sense that is common is no longer present and you can look at people who rant and rave
and Twitter and all those things they do, and you can say to yourself there is no reason here.
Where did it go, how can we bring back this reason, this sense of balance?
The current is going to affect you in many ways. First of all it will affect your physical normalcy.
So whenever you are feeling physically out of sorts, when you need a boost, or you want to
ground your energy, because you are a little afraid or if you are reacting or responding to
duality or you are rushing around because you are thinking about time, in one moment, all you
need to do is to stop.
I am informing you that the best way forward for you is to STOP, and then feel the current…
Down, up, in, however you want to do it. I am going to teach you a certain way because it is
easier for me to do it this way, and you can do it the way you want, as long as you do it!
So the idea would be that you are saying okay I stop. You no longer go across the threshold of
anxiety or stress. You just don’t do it anymore because you don’t have to and you trust in the
process of the current to lead you out of duality and anxiety and all those things. Therefore, as
we are together in the current, you settle it into the cells of your body through the central core.
It moves out to every part of your existence, all your levels, and it moves down into my core
and we begin to have current together. We begin to weave our currents together.
That’s what you want to do this evening – weave your current with mine, and then we will
weave it through your body, we will weave it through your head, we will weave it into this
experience of Accordance. Then you will have the current as yours. It will have your vibration in
it, but it will not only have your vibration in it, it will have in it everything that you are, that you
aspire to, that you have in your mission statement for being here and that you would request or
require for sustenance.
I am going to say quite a controversial thing here for each of you, that you are your own master
and you do not need anyone else. You do not need anything else, and it is time for you to stand
in that mastery. And for you to understand literally that when you are in the mastery with
others in their mastery, that is when we are flying together and turning over together and
leaping in the air together and having this feeling that we are not alone.
So it is through the fulfillment of your own mastery, energetically being on this current
connecting the 3 points, responding to the timelessness, that you are then free to join in ways
that will create Accordance wherever you are, wherever you go, and will share the esteem you
are receiving through your essence to others.
Now I have an observation perhaps, that individuals who do not receive Accordance suffer, and
I look around the world at all life that is suffering. We could think of this as an overwhelming
problem. We could think of it as that everyone is moving to their own drummer and therefore
there is no way out of it. We could think about it as if there is not enough time to heal each
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person and the planet and all of our species, and on and on and on. Not enough, not possible
and so forth, certainly that is plausible to think that way in one’s mind.
What would happen however, if this current of life force begins to seep out from each of you
into every corner of the world either literally, physically, in the texture of this, in the third eye
initiation, in the templates of what you would think of as telepathic communication and the
current begins to spread around and hold the earth. People would then feel seen and heard
and strong and available and present and connected. And I have this very strong focus which is
to the word ameliorate, to take away, to help, to bring a balm of energy and solace to every
living creature on my body, on this earth. Every living creature.
The Accordance gives us a way to do this, together. It gives us a way to share ideas about
joining together in different ways, at different times, to bring together a beautiful
understanding, to honor what we have as the promise, promise, and sharing that promise with
others, unconditionally.
You can see why I am interested in providing this current for you and there are no strings on it.
It is up to you to use it in any way you choose to do so. However, I will charge you to use it
because it is imperative that you do so. It is imperative that I do so. It is imperative that each
individual wakes up and acknowledges the Divinity within them and that that Divinity is not
separate from all other life. There is not just one Divine being out there and everyone else is
kind of a clod or something.
Everyone is Divine, and the duality makes it very plausible that there are only certain persons,
certain people who have divinity – oh the holy ones or the sacred ones, the spiritual ones.
Everyone has divinity, and it is not until everyone recognizes that they have divinity and
actualizes it that we will have the union that we all seek in this planetary experience.
So I entrust this to you. I activate you to utilize it, and I make a foundation in my core to receive
you. I call forth all of the elements to assist me in providing this current for you at this time, so
that we are unified, not just in mind or body or heart, or whatever, in all ways we are unified.
Running the Current with The Great Mother
Begin by placing one of your hands on your forehead and the other one on your heart. Get
comfortable. Just feel like you are breathing down into your shoulders, the breath is coming
down through your body and you are coming into my core, because that is first, coming into my
core. The charge you are going to receive is coming from my core.
You want to have your feet flat on the earth and start breathing down through your body into
my core…come all the way down through the parts of your body, just take your time. When
your feet land in my core, imagine they are going deeper and deeper. If your arm gets tired you
can change hands or lean your arm on something, just be comfortable, it will take a few
minutes.
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Begin to feel your feet on the earth, deeper and deeper into my core. And now we are going to
feel the current coming up through the bottoms of our feet to the top of our heads and then
down. We are not going to go up to the heavens quite yet, just feeling this strengthening
current up and down your body, in the center of your body. As it builds within your core, you
are going to feel like you are going to pop out the top of your head and go to your place of
Origin into the dimensions. Just let that happen whenever it is time, because that is when the
current will be fully in place. It is just growing now.
As it goes up and comes back down, you are moving from the core of the earth in the center of
your body and up into the sky and then you are bringing this energy back down from the sky,
through your body into the earth. At some point there will be a stillness, and then the current
will be there with you. You can expand it or explore it in any way that you want so that in your
awareness the stillness becomes the 3 in 1 vibration or frequency.
Now we are going to join currents. So you will become aware of much more charge in your
body. From now on anytime that you wish to you can just put your hands on your heart. You
will feel different circles of light, different energies coming in and out of your body, let that
happen. You will no longer be able to think, let that happen. And now the Accordance will come
around you so feel that now. Do your best to receive this Accordance without thinking about
what it is.
And now we are going to join the Accordances as if they are different fields of energy or have
different vibrations, which they do, and we are going to join them now around the planet. We
are going to see the earth and bring this energy together that we have been sharing and hold
the earth in it right now.
Put your hands out, your palms up, and let the Accordance flow from you. Imagine you are
holding one section of the earth in your hands. It doesn’t matter where you are because the
energy will travel and the Accordance will dissolve anything that is not of its own essence. That
is why your mind is blank because you are just holding the Accordance. All around the planet
we are holding the space for the Accordance to come right into the core of my body. Feel it
being drawn from your hands right down into the core, just where we started.
When you are thinking of this and feeling it and acting on it, just remember that there is a
foundation here that we have established, and any moment you can join into this field stronger
and stronger as you practice it. So the level of the Accordance will grow in your body, in your
life, in your experience.
Because it will grow, you will feel that the commitment that you have made is being honored.
Every time you go into the Accordance, there will be more there for you, and you will begin to
vibrate at the frequency of the Accordance, which will make it most possible for you to live
that, share it, become it, and provide it.
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Now with your hands that have been holding the earth with the imagination of being in my core
and all of us being in the same texture or frequency, bring your hands back to your heart, both
of them together. Just for a moment feel the Accordance returning to you…filling your body,
your heart…and just for a moment check in with the frequency and feel each other, feel the
earth still inside of our palms.
Remember that you are a spokesperson, a representative and an honorary conveyor of the
Accordance from this moment on, a member of our TEAM. This is such an important time for
you to recognize your power, your divinity and the clarity with which your energy system is
unfolding. If you would every day foster this, offer yourself to it, offer others to it, connect into
the field of frequency we have connected with this evening, grow it, use it.
We only have enough time if we go into timelessness, and you have the keys to doing that, so I
would strongly recommend that and request that very strongly.
I will be with you, I will strengthen this current and I will honor each of you in every way I can,
until we meet again.
Thank you for this opportunity to balance what is unreasonable so that we support life more
fully. I give you my gratitude and honor you for your commitments to the Truth.
The Great Mother
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